
USER MANUAL
DENTAL SUCTION UNIT

Please read this user manual before installation and use
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Safty introdution
◆Warm: please read and comply with the user manual, otherwise, it may cause

a serious accident damage, fire, explosion, personal injury
1、 please keep the installation site cleaning equipment, dry and breathable, do not put the device in the

dark, humid, dusty environment
2、Away from flammable liquids, gases and other explosive objects;
3、Select and the correct plug and socket, and to ensure that the socket has a good grounding, the device
in front of the installation of leakage protection switch, please do not be modified plug in any way .
4、In the process of equipment operation, do not move the equipment, also do not contact equipment
5、Do not start equipment at ambient temperature below 5 degrees Celsius
6、Non professional staff please do not disassemble, install equipment

product introduction
The electric dental suction machine is mainly used for dental clinic and provide a negative pressure

source for negative pressure suction system or strong, weak suction ejectors. The series equipment
built-in two step water and air separation system , it can separate the mixture of water and gas efficiently .
after the separation the waste water will exhuast from the drainage of the suction unit, gas dryed air will
come into the outdoor, does not need to be separately equipped with water and gas separation system.
Because the built-in two stage centrifugal separation system and the vortex type negative pressure air
blower adopt the coaxial drive, the MR-V series electric dental suction machine has the advantages of
more compact structure, smaller volume, more stable operation and more convenient maintenance.

Structure, working principle
Electric dental suction machine is composed of the vortex type vacuum blower, built-in two-stage

centrifugal separator, control circuit, an outer cover and so on. vacuum blower inlet is connected with the
separator outlet and the air inlet of the separator through a pipeline connected to the dental treatment
equipment pumping system or strong, weak suction ejectors, Electric dental suction machine AC24V
control lines lead to dental treatment equipment with negative pressure suction system or strong, weak
suction ejectors, and through normally closed microswitch connected.

While working, connect the electric dental suction machine power supply, open power supply switch,
take out the strone or weak suction working head,micro switch closed, electric control switch is closed,
electric dental suction machine began to work, when the suction of gas mixture go through the pipeline
into a centrifugal separator, centrifugal force generated by the centrifugal separator will be liquid
discharge from the outfall of the separator, dry air from the separator out of the air outlet through a vortex
fan and the exhaust piping is exhausted to the outdoor.

When the dental treatment system of pumping equipment or strong and weak ceiling ejectors
working head put it back into its fixed position, micro switch is disconnected, electric control switch is
disconnected, electric dental suction machine stop working.
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1、power switch 2、tue Fan 3、air in for the trubine Fan 4、Cap of filter
5、Separator inlet 6、signal line 7、power plug 8、secure holder
9、Separator drain 10、exhaust of turbine

Technical specification
Voltage：AC220V/110V Frequency ：50Hz/60HZ
Power ：1100/1300W Speed：2870r/min
Noise：<65dB Nagative pressure：-15kPa
postive pressure：15kPa Flow：750/1100L/min

Transportation ,storage, and working condition
1、trasport,and stroage

Environment temperature：-40℃～+55℃

Relative humidity ：≤80%

Transport and storage,please be care with”up” and “Afraid of wet”

2、 Working condition：

Environment temperatur ：+5℃～+55℃

Relative humidity：≤80%

Installation
1、before installation, please check the installation environment is consistent with equipment installation

requirements first (environmental requirements and the negative pressure of the pipeline laying
installation shall be carried out according to the annex to the specification of the second "dental
electric suction machine operating environment and the negative pressure of the pipeline laying
description).

2、apart from the product package, inspection equipment in the transport of whether there is damage,
please check the spare parts is correct or not based on the packing list.

3、the equipment will be transported to the scheduled installation position, to ensure that the equipment is
placed in a flat place , the equipment four rubber feet and the ground complete contact, and the force
is uniform.
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4、with the air inlet hose with a random, the device is connected to the air inlet and the negative pressure
pipeline reserved interface, respectively, with clamp, to ensure that the connection is sealed well, no
leakage.

5、Use the supplied exhaust hose to connect the air exhaust port and the exhaust pipe of the reserved
interface connection,, respectively with clamp fixed.

6、Use the supplied water exhaust hose to connect the equipment separator drainage mouth, fixed by a
clamping hoop, at the other end of the drainage hose put into the water drainage hose port or sewage
water processor, The sewage water should maintain a certain distance, to ensure smooth drainage hose
no folded, separator drainage port should be higher than sewer inlet.

7、 referring to the instructions in the "electrical principle diagram" of the requirements of the device
signal line is connected.

Instruction manual

1、 Turn on the power, turn on the power switch, remove the suction head of the dental treatment
equipment, equipment began to work, the working head will be put back to the fixed position, the
device stops working

2、the use of the process, the suction system will be used in a timely manner to put the working head back
to the fixed position, to ensure that the micro switch off, reduce the running time of equipment, extend
the service life of the equipment.

Maintenance
1、Regularly check the inlet and outlet pipes and drainage pipes to ensure the smooth flow of the pipeline.
2、 regularly check the micro switch on the treatment equipment, to ensure the opening and closing

flexible.
3、 regularly clean up the filter debris, remove the filter cover, remove the filter, the debris into the

recycling barrel, rinse clean with water filter net, put back inside the filter, cover the filter sealing
cover.

find and repair the fault
No. Fault Reason Solution

1

The power switch is
turned on, but the
indicator light is not
bright.

Power supply Not connect well Check power supply and
reconnect

The fuse blew Replacement of the fuse

control switch falult Replacement of the control
switch

2

The power switch is
turned on, the indicator
light is bright, and the
suction working head
of the treatment device
is removed, but the
equipment does not
work.

The control circuit is disconnected,
and the micro switch of the fixed
position of the suction working head
is not closed or damaged.

Check the control circuit and
adjust the position of the micro
switch to close or replace the
new micro switch.

Damage to the relay in the suction
machine Replacement of relay

3 Suction power is weak Pipe blockage Clear pipe, clean up equipment
filter debris

Pipe is too long , Large pressure loss Adjust the installation place
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Circuit diagram

FU protective tube
SB Power on/off
D motor
TV 220V/110V/24V transformer
KM Contactor
SQ1/SQ2/SQn control switch


